
Exercise Talbot

Group Leader Ken Maryan Green kept a series of documents relating to this 1943 
Exercise which give insights into how the Special Duties Network operated and would 
have operated in the event of a German attack.

The Exercise ran from 2pm on Saturday 11 Dec until 8am on Monday 13 Dec. It involved 
four different named networks, Ormskirk, Bowland, Cheviot and Blidworth. The diary of 
Royal Signals Sergeant Alf Ellis has mention of Cheviot in relation to two Suffolk sites. Two
sources had given Bowland as the name for the Norfolk network. Assuming a north to 
south listing, this meant that the codename for Lincolnshire was Ormskirk, with Blidworth 
for Essex. These identifications are further confirmed by the fictional invasion sites listed in
the Opening Narrative document, with these stretching from the Wash to South Essex. 
Oddly there were also documents in Ken Maryan Green’s collection relating to Chiswell 
and in particular Chiswell III (or 3) transmitting to Chiswell, suggesting this was the name 
of the Network in use.

All messages were to be transmitted in cipher, that is converted into code first. The 
Instations were to operate signal watches with personnel on duty continuously from 
midday to midnight. After this they would only be available to receive messages for 10 
minutes from every hour or half hour.

The information about the stand down message for the exercise also confirms that 
Instations were able to communicate to Outstations and they in turn to the Suboutstations.

The documents should of course have been destroyed according to these instructions. 
Thank goodness they were not.

The officer’s signature is that of Major PRA Forbes, the commanding officer of Special 
Duties at Coleshill House.

The Opening Narrative indicates that by this stage there was no expectation of a true 
German invasion. Instead the networks were preparing for a possible large scale raid, 
intended to disrupt the invasion preparations of the allied nations.










